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To Jesse Tidyman, James (Whit) Campbell,  
MacKenzie Sample, and Stephen Graham

That you would be so generous with your time  
and so extravagant in your friendship is amazing,  

and I can’t help but be humbled by it.  
I’ve loved working with you more than  

I can possibly communicate . . .  
but that won’t keep me from trying.
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The exo rdium of The LiTurgy

The six charisms of Aer are these:

For the body, beauty and craft

For the soul, sum and parts

For the spirit, helps and devotion

The nine talents of man are these:

Language, logic, space, rhythm,

motion, nature, self, others, and all

The four temperaments of creation are these:

Impulse, passion, observation, and thought

Within the charisms of Aer, the talents of man,

and the temperaments imbued in creation

are found understanding and wisdom. Know and learn.
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Chapter 1

Ealdor emerged from the shadows to palpable silence—the lines of 
his face and the iron-gray stubble of his beard familiar, and his gaze 
intense enough to see through walls. The Vigil members and our 
guards held their breath, as if the simple act of breathing might un-
bind the image of the Fayit and destroy him. I took a step toward my 
friend—nothing more than an image in my mind but real nonethe-
less—and extended my arm. He stepped forward to greet me, his 
right arm extended as well, a prelude to the gripping of forearms.

I followed the motion . . . and froze. I knew Ealdor wasn’t really 
there, that what I always saw in his presence was nothing more than 
the power of the Fayit touching my mind and creating the familiar 
illusions of contact, but in the past Ealdor’s illusions had been perfect, 
indistinguishable from the corporeal interactions with other, more 
common beings.

But not now.
His gaze followed mine, tracking down the length of his sleeve 

until he came to the bare skin of his forearm and hand.
His skin wavered like mist. I could see the stone of the floor and 

walls through him. Horror and anger chased each other across his 
expression, neither of them finding purchase until he withdrew his arm 
from the gesture of greeting and curled his fingers into an evanescent 
fist that he held in front of his face. “No, not now!” He growled the 
words in a voice that hummed with power, and I stepped back.

I’d never seen Ealdor angry. More, I’d rarely seen him don an 
emotion other than the contented peace that took turns calming and 
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infuriating me. But for all the resonant power that thrummed in his 
voice, his hand and arm refused to solidify. In defiance of his com-
mand, ethereal insubstantiality took him, turned the entirety of his 
appearance to mist.

He straightened, raising his clenched hands. “Here is what you 
must do,” he said. But his face twisted as if torturers I couldn’t see 
worked to ensure his silence. “To defeat the Darkwater . . .”

A spasm twisted his face, and he shook his head. Screams of pain 
tore their way from his throat as he yelled in a language I couldn’t un-
derstand. He dropped his arms, his face etched with tears and enough 
sorrow to fill uncounted centuries. He shook his head in surrender.

“Ealdor!” I screamed. “Wait. I don’t understand.”
Then he disappeared.
I turned, seeking knowledge or solace from Gael or Bolt or one of 

the Vigil, but no one spoke past the shock of having seen the Fayit. 
Pellin and Toria sat openmouthed and gaping. I would have been 
tempted to gloat, but something with Ealdor had gone terribly wrong. 
Too many thoughts filled my head, and the walls within my mind 
threatened to collapse. I needed space to think.

Rising, I pushed through the chairs and, without waiting to see 
if anyone would follow, made my way into the sultry afternoon air. 
Moist breezes off the southern sea warmed my skin, but cold filled my 
heart. Peripherally, I noted that Gael, Bolt, and Rory shadowed me.

“I need to think.” A memory of an inn in Bunard where I’d always 
been welcomed thawed a bit of the ice in my heart. I looked to Bolt. 
“Is there a place like Braben’s here?”

He nodded and set our path toward the center of Edring.
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